IP flowchart

UK trade mark
application opposition
procedure
Notes
If opposition is based on s.5(1), (2)
or (3) of Trade Marks Act and earlier
right is more than five years old, a
“statement of use” is required when
filing TM7.
Date on which Registry sends
notice of opposition to applicant “notification date”.
Cooling-off is a nine month period
running from the notification date.
Extendable by further nine months at
request of both parties if TM9e is filed
within first nine months.
Either party may terminate cooling-off
period at will: applicant by filing form TM8,
opponent by filing form TM9t. At the same
time, both parties will be provided with a
timetable to file evidence and/or written
submissions.

Date of preliminary indication
= “indication date”.
Date of request for entry into evidence
rounds is “initiation date” which starts
time running to file evidence.

*Discretion of UKIPO, dependent
upon grounds of opposition and
whether opponent is required to
provide proof of use.
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UK trade mark revocation
(other than non-use) and
invalidation actions
(Usual time frames*)

Notes

Application to
Registrar for revocation
(TM26(O)) /
invalidity (TM26(I))

Application for
revocation/invalidity
examined by
UKIPO

The application must include a
Statement of Grounds.
If invalidity action based on earlier
trade mark which is older than five
years, statement of use to be given
with TM26(I).

Application accepted

Application for
revocation/invalidity
sent to
registered proprietor

Registrar will then specify periods for
the parties to file evidence and
submissions. General guidelines are
given here but periods set are purely
at the Registrar’s discretion.

2 months (non-extendable)

Proprietor's notice
of defence
and counter
statement (TM8)

Usually 2 months* (extendable in
exceptional cases only, TM9)

Applicant
to file evidence
and submissions

Usually 2 months* (extendable in
exceptional cases only, TM9)

Proprietor's
supporting
evidence and
submissions in reply

Proprietor has 1 month to notify
Registrar of intention to file evidence in reply.
If so, normally given a further 1 month
to submit their evidence in reply
(extendable in exceptional cases only, TM9)

Applicant to file
evidence of fact in reply

*At UKIPO’s discretion and assuming no
extensions of time or other delays involved.

Case review

Hearing

Decision

A hearing will only be appointed at
the request of either party - otherwise
“decision from the papers”.
An award of costs is made against
the losing party.
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UK trade mark non-use
revocation action
(Usual time frames*)
Notes

Application
to Registrar for
revocation
(TM26N)

The application must include
a statement of grounds.

Application
for revocation
examined by
UKIPO

Application accepted

Application
for revocation
sent to
registered proprietor

2 months (non-extendable)

Proprietor's notice
of defence
and counter
statement (TM8N)

If no evidence is filed with counter
statement; evidence must be filed
within period specified (minimum
two further months - extendable).
Onus to show use is on proprietor.

2 months* (extendable in
exceptional cases only, TM9)

Applicant
to file evidence
and submissions

The applicant may, but is not required,
to file evidence in non-use revocation
proceedings.

Proprietor has 1 month to
notify Registrar of intention
to file evidence in reply.
If so, normally given a further
1 month to submit their
evidence in reply
(extendable in exceptional
cases only, TM9)

Proprietor
to file evidence
and submissions
in reply

Case review

Hearing

A hearing will only be appointed at
the request of either party - otherwise
“decision from the papers”.

Decision

An award of costs is made against
the losing party.

*At UKIPO’s discretion and assuming no
extensions of time or other delays involved.

Notes

Approximate
time scale
(from publication)

Publication
of application

Third parties may file observations on the
application, but do not become parties to any
formal proceedings.

Third party
observations

3 months

Notice
of opposition

The EUIPO notifies
1-2 months,
provided no
deficiencies

2 months
to 24 months
depending on
length of cooling
off period

2 months after
cooling off expiry

2 months after
the filing of
opponent’s
evidence and
arguments

2 months after
the filing of
applicant’s
observations
and evidence

applicant and
opponent of
commencement of
the cooling off period

Date of
commencement of
adversarial part
of proceedings

Opponent’s
evidence and
further arguments

Observations and
evidence submitted
by the applicant and
request for proof of
use if opposition based
on a registration that is
more than 5 years old

Notice of opposition must be filed within three
months of the date of publication of the EUTM
or four months of the date of publication of an
EU designation of an International Registration.
The EUIPO examines the notice for admissibility,
which usually takes a week or so; longer if there
are any deficiencies to deal with.
When accepted, the EUIPO sends a copy of the
Notice of Opposition to the applicant and writes
to both the opponent and applicant to advise
them of the commencement of the cooling
off period, the date of commencement of the
adversarial part of the proceedings, the date
by which the opponent must furnish further
evidence and the date by which the applicant
must file observations in reply.
The initial cooling off period expires two months
from the date of the above notification by the
EUIPO. The adversarial part of the proceedings
starts on the day after expiry of the cooling
off period. At the request of both parties, the
cooling off period can be extended for a further
period of 22 months. Either party can opt out
of the cooling off period at any time, but not
during the last month. If a party wishes to
opt out, they may do so unilaterally simply by
informing the EUIPO in writing of their
intention. The EUIPO will then inform both
parties that the cooling off period will expire
two weeks after the said notification. If a
party does decide to opt out, this decision is
irrevocable.
The period for filing the opponent’s evidence
and further arguments is extendable.
The period for filing the applicant’s observations
is extendable.

Opponent’s comments
on the applicant’s
submissions

The EUIPO invites

further observations
and evidence

11/2 to 4 years,
depending upon
whether the cooling
off period was
fully extended or
extensions of time
requested

This is the official publication by The
European Union Trade Mark Office (EUIPO).

Hearing

Decision

If the EUIPO considers that it needs further
information or evidence, it invites further
submissions from the opponent and from
the applicant. If the EUIPO considers the
information sufficient, it will make a decision
without inviting further submissions.

The EUIPO decides whether to appoint hearings,
but is generally not in favour thereof.
An award of costs is made against the losing
party.
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European Union trade mark (EUTM)
application: opposition procedure
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Trade mark registration
using the Madrid Protocol
Approximate
time scale
(from filing date)

Notes

Application filed

Filing date

Third Party
Observations
International
registration issued
and published

3 months

12-18 months

Registration
examined by the
national Registries
of each of the
designated countries

The application is subjected
only to a formalities examination
by WIPO before registration.
NB The registration cannot be
opposed at this stage.

Examinations are carried out
according to local law.

Applications must be based on
a corresponding application or
registration in the applicant’s ‘home’
territory. Where the applicant’s home
territory is the UK, applications are filed
through the UK Trade Marks Registry
which then dispatches the papers to
WIPO, the World Intellectual Property
Organisation, in Geneva. They can also
be based on CTMs. The application
must designate one or more member
countries of the Madrid Protocol and
must list the goods or services for
which protection is sought. These
goods and services must be ones that
are covered in the earlier ‘home’
application or registration. The costs
vary according to which, as well as
how many, countries are designated.

Re-examination
of registration in
designated state
If objections

Notice of refusal
of protection issued
for designated state
or notice of allowance

If no objections
or objections overcome

File response
to objections
raised

The response can include argument or
amendment of the registration or the
withdrawal of the designation of a
country where an objection has been
raised. The result is that a registration
may have different specifications of
goods/services for different countries
and may ultimately cover fewer countries
than were originally applied for.

Protection accepted
for designated state

No local
publication

10 years

Acceptance
published locally

Renewal

Depending on local laws, the designation
may still be open to opposition post
acceptance and therefore could still be
refused. In the UK, and most of the other
member countries, acceptance is
published locally for opposition purposes.
If no objections are raised within the
12-18 month period, registration in the
relevant territories is automatic.
Renewal fees must be paid every 10
years to maintain registration. The cost
varies according to the number of
countries for which protection was
accepted. Protection in a particular
country can be abandoned by
non-payment of renewal fees for
that country.
Additional countries may be designated
at a later stage.
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